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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Three

Resolve authorizing the secretary of the executive office of elder

AFFAIRS TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO FABRIC
FLAMMABILITY STANDARDS FOR CERTAIN ITEMS OF CLOTHING WORN BY ELDERLY
PERSONS.

Resolved, That the secretary of the executive office of elder affairs is hereby
requested to make an investigation and study relative to fabric flammability
standards for sleepwear and other apparel worn by elderly persons. Such
investigation and study shall include, but not be limited to, the sources and
methods of fabric ignition injuries suffered by elderly persons, especially those
who are disabled or who are residents of nursing homes, hospitals or other
institutions located within the commonwealth, the advisability of state tax
incentives or subsidies or other compensation to industries involved in the
production and distribution of flame-resistant fabrics and clothing used by the
elderly, and the relative costs of such production and distribution. Said secretary
shall report the results of the investigation and study, and his recommendations
if any, together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry out such recom-
mendations, by filing the same with the clerk of the senate on or before the first
Wednesday in December, nineteen hundred and seventy-three.

House of Representatives, July 25, 1973.

Passed, David M. Bartley, Speaker.

In Senate, July 26, 1973

Passed, Kevin B. Harrington, President

August 20, 1973

Approved,
FRANCIS W. SARGENT

(Thr (Eommmtuu'alth of Maasarhmiclts

Chapter 102

Governor
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
OF THE SECRETARY OF THE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ELDER AFFAIRS

To the Honorable Senate and House ofRepresentatives.

I hereby submit a final report on the results of this investiga-
tion and study (authorized under the provisions of Chapter 102 of
the Resolves of 1973) relative to the Fabric Flammability Stan-
dards for certain items of clothing worn by elderly persons.

JAMES A. ANTONUCCI
STEPHEN L. DAY
LORI STORMONT
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*

Within the three month period between the effective date of
Chapter 102 of the Resolves of 1973 and the submission date of
this report, the Executive Office of Elder Affairs conducted an
investigation which included an extensive study of the existing
literature on the subject of flammability, three public hearings,
and solicitation of statements and opinions from private industry
and business relative to the subject matter of this report. The
primary sources of information for this report included data
drawn from: Proceeding of the Sixth Annual Meeting of the
Information Council on Fabric Flammability; Third Annual
Report by the United States Department of Health, Education
and Welfare on Flammable Fabrics; Fourth Annual Report by
the United States Department ofHealth, Education and Welfare
on Flammable Fabrics; Hearings Before the Special Committee
on Aging of the United States Senate, Flammable Fabrics and
Other Fire Hazards to Older Americans and Final Report of
Joint Special Committee Investigating Flammable Clothing
submitted to the Great and General Court in November 1972.
The three public hearings were held on November 13, 1973,
November 15, 1973, and November 26, 1973. Attached to this
report are a number of the statements from private industry and
business which are representative of the issues involved in this
investigation.

During the short period available to conduct this investigation,
the Office of Elder Affairs confirmed the fact that elders are a
high risk group relative to severity of burn injuries. However, it
is now quite evident that the area of flame-retardant fabrics is
rife with serious issues that are extremely complicated. The
specific issue of flame retardant fabrics and their manufacture
and sale mushrooms into an issue which encompasses into it
issues of economic impact (both for the manufacturer and
retailer as well as elders faced with increased costs); availability
of materials and chemicals to produce flame retardant fabrics;
legal implications of unilateral action at the state level; definition
of the group to be covered-i.e. with children’s flame retardant

ahr dommomupalth of fHassarhitertfa
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clothing the group can be defined by size, but with older persons
there is no size limit in adult clothing; and control factors in the
sale and purchase of flame retardant clothing. Each of these
issues in turn generate further issues which are in themselves
complicated—interstate commerce, tax incentives, penalties, etc.

This report then, is an attempt to define the scope of the
problem as a primary step in the process of eventually instituting
effective protective measures for elders. A total appreciation of
the inter-relationship of the issues involved and a working
understanding of the difficulty of evolving measures which will
reduce the severity of burn injuries now suffered by elders is
critical to any future action. The recommendations of this report
are by necessity framed upon the basic precept that any action in
this field must be the product of a full and comprehensive
understanding of the implications of fabric flammability stan-
dards and the enforcement of those standards.
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In the wake of a report by the Joint Special Committee to
make an investigation and study relative to the manufacture,
sale and use of flammable clothing, Senate No. 1580 of November
1972, some recommendations were subsequently translated into
law particularly Chapter 648 of the Acts of 1973 which author-
ized the Board of Fire Prevention to make rules and regulations
relating to the manufacture and sale of sleepwear and clothing
for children up to and including size 14, which rules and
regulations could specifically prohibit the sale or manufacture of
any such clothing or sleepwear which it deemed to be a fire
hazard.

This Joint Special Committee recommended that the Execu-
tive Secretary of Elder Affairs conduct an investigation and
study of the production and distribution of sleepwear, including
consideration of measures such as tax incentives to appropriate
manufacturers, as well as flame retardant sleepwear in all
institutions, nursing homes, state hospitals, and so on—licensed,
regulated or otherwise subject to the control of the Common-
wealth.

With this mandate in mind the Secretary researched the
Federal rules and regulations as promulgated under the Flam-
mable Fabrics Act of 1953, Public Law 88, as amended. Our study
showed that the Federal Flammability Act of 1953 has been a
bitter disappointment in that far too much clothing and sleep-
wear was allowed to pass the fabric flammability tests.

Recent State laws, which stem from the Senate 1580 Study
Committee and which have been enacted, are Chapter 648 of the
Acts of 1973, above quoted, and Chapter 650 which requires the
reporting of certain burn injuries caused by fabric ignition by
certain persons examining or treating such injuries. The Joint
Legislative Committee is to be commended for its outstanding
work and the resulting public service as a result of Senate 1580 of
1972.

1. LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
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Statistically, young children and the elderly are the most
susceptible to injury caused by fabric flammability, and there-
fore are vulnerable and high risk populations. A joint special
legislative committee investigated this issue as it relates to
children and submitted its report with recommendations to the
Legislature November, 1972. A discussion of the severity of the
fabric ignition problem as it relates specifically to the elderly
follows.

It has been estimated that annually there are between 3,000
and 5,000 deaths and between 150,000 and 250,000 injuries from
burns associated with flammable fabrics. Persons 65 years and
older represent approximately 10% of the Country’s total popula-
tion; yet they account for 15% of flammable fabrics victims. Also,
statistically significant is the fact that they account for 30% of the
deaths related to fabric ignition.

According to the National Fire Protection Association, almost
three times as many deaths occurred in the 0-5 year age group as
in any other 5-year age group up to age 60. Past age 60, the
number of incidents began to rise sharply; and those in the 70 and
over group exceeded the 0-5 age group in the number of clothing
fire deaths.

Elders suffer a disproportionate share of deaths caused by
flammable fabrics for reasons characterized by their physical,
mental and economic conditions. Due to the aging process in
general, they may experience loss of coordination, shaking of
hands, reduced pain perception, poor vision and other handicap-
ped conditions. Inattention due to senility and a reduced ability
to respond once ignition has occurred also contribute to the
problem. Also significant is their economic situation of a reduced
income which forces many elders into poor housing conditions
often withoutcentral heating.

The National Burn Information Exchange (NBIE) at the
University of Michigan has been gathering data to find out how
fabric flammability influences the burn injury in burn victims.
Results have shown that fabric flammability makes the burn
more severe. A fabric igniting injury is more serious than one in

THE PROBLEM
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which the fabric does not ignite and can mean the difference
between a serious burn and a minor one.

NBIE analyzed 4596 burn cases in which the victims suffered
burns. In 86% of those cases, the victim’s clothing was ignited.
They found that this 86% was four times more likely to die than
those whose clothing did not ignite. 24% of those burn patients
died in the hospital as compared to only 6% of burn patients
whose clothing did not ignite.

In cases where the fabric ignited, 33% of the total body was
burned as compared to 1% when fabric did not ignite. The
average hospital stay was 56 days when clothing ignited and 35
days when it did not.

Physicians have reported that where clothing ignites, the
probability of receiving third degree burns is five times as high as
when clothing does not ignite. Also, when clothing ignites, skin
grafts and extensive surgery are necessary in 37% of the cases, as
compared to 6% of the cases where clothing did not ignite.

Age is a factor in the severity of burns due to flammable
fabrics. As a high risk population, the elderly are less able to
tolerate the acute and long-term effects of burn injuries. Even a
small burn may exert a great deal of stress on the body and may
lead to heart failure. In addition, their bodies cannot easily
overcome infections which accompany burn wounds.

According to the data gathered by NBIE, a person between the
ages of 5 and 40 years has a 50% chance of surviving burns
covering 60% of the body, while a person between 60 and 70 years
has only a 4% chance of survival with the same injury. A person
over age 70 has virtually no chance of surviving burns of that
extent. Therefore, older people cannot survive burn wounds
nearly as well as younger people.

As required under Section 14(a) of the Flammable Fabrics Act
Amendments of 1967, the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare has been conducting a continuing study and investiga-
tion of deaths, injuries and economic losses resulting from
accidental burning of products, fabrics, or related materials. The
following represents those statistics relating to fabric flammabil-
ity and the elderly for Fiscal Year 1971,

The data presented for FY 1971 is based upon an analysis of
1245 cases, which includes 63 cases submitted by the Boston
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Injury Study Unit. Of the total cases, 14.7% were persons 65
years and older. (7.5% were 65-74; 7.2% were 75 and older). This
sample substantiates the national figures presented earlier in this
report.

44% of the victims over age 65 also suffered a physical or
mental handicap (37.3% of those 65-74 years; 50.7% of those over
75 years). It may be assumed that these handicapping conditions
may have led to theaccident or contributed to its severity.

Of these flammable fabric victims, 84.1% of those persons over
age 65 died, either at the accident site or in the hospital (37.5%
were 65-74 years; 46.6% were over 75 years). This compares with
total deaths for those 0-9 years at 36%.

In terms of general location, for flammable fabric victims of all
ages, most accidents occurred indoors. Specifically, for persons
over age 65, 87.7% occurred indoors. (85.7% for those 65-74; 89.7%
for those over age 75).

Statistically significant is the fact that most flammable fabrics
accidents occurred in the victim's own home. For victims 65
years and older, 80.4% took place at their own residence, while
only 8.4% occurred in a residential institution, i.e., nursing home
(65-74 years, 6.6%; 75 -I- years, 10.2%).

The following data identifies the specific location of the acci-
dent. For persons over 65, most flammable fabric accidents
occurred in the kitchen, with the bedroom and living room as the
next leading locations. 32.8% took place in the kitchen; 22.4% in
the bedroom; and 17.3% in the living room. (Kitchen 65-74
years, 31.9%; 75+ years, 33.7%. Bedroom —65-74 years, 23.1%;
75+ years, 21.7%. Living room—6s-74 years, 16.5%; 75+ years,
18.1%).

The highest percentage of fabric flammability accidents tend
to be of a smoking related nature. These include smoking, falling
asleep while smoking and using matches or lighters (this may
also be related to cooking). The cause of the accident was
smoking related for 44.5% of victims over age 65. (65-74 years,
49.5%; 75+ years, 39.6%).

The activity of cooking accounted for 21.7% of flammable
fabric ignition for persons over 65 years. (65-74 years, 18%; 75+
years, 25.3%).

The highest incident rate within these categories occurred
with females over 75 years while cooking (22.9%).
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The Office of Elder Affairs solicited both written and oral
testimony related to this study. This section contains a narrative
summary of testimony received, including information from the
Hearings Before the Special Committee on Aging of the United
States Senate—October 12, 1971.

The testimony strongly supported the statistical information
summarized in this report. Elders and handicapped persons are a
high-risk population for burn accidents, and when burned, have
a very high death rate. The consensus of the testimony is that
between 15% and 20% of burn accidents happen to persons over
65, a group that represents 10% of the total population of the
Country. Up to 50% of elders die as a result of their burns.
Although elders account for only 15 to 20% of the burn accidents
reported annually, they account for 30% of the deaths related to
burns.

Equally significant is the involvement of the victim’s clothing
in the severity of the burns. The National Burn Institute Ex-
change analyzed 4596 burn cases in which accident victims
suffered burns. In 86% of those cases, the victims’ clothing was
ignited. Victims whose clothing had ignited were four times
more likely to die than those whose clothing did not ignite—24%
of those patients died in a hospital compared to only 6% of the
other patients.

Their burns covered nearly twice as much of their body
surfaces, and six times as much of their skin was completely
destroyed. These victims spent an average of more than 21 days
in the hospital, and their average cost was $5,000 more per
patient than for those whose clothing had not ignited.

S 1580, the Final Report of the Joint Special Committee to
Make an Investigation and Study Relative to the Manufacture,
Sale and Use ofFlammable Clothing, summarized the high costs
to the public of burn accidents, especially among elderly victims.
Hospitalization and medical treatment for burn victims is leng-
thy, specialized, and very costly. Most elders do not have the
resources to pay these expenses. In the cases cited by the above
report, 85% of the costs of treatment was borne by Medicare or
Medicaid.

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
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The testimony left little doubt, then, that elders and handicap-
ped persons suffer disproportionately from burn accidents, that
flammable clothing is a major contributory factor in the severity
of burns, and that preventing such burn accidents would not only
mean savings in human life, but would also reduce the burden on
public expenditures.

It was equally clear from the testimony, however, that solu-
tions to the problem of burn accidents and flammable clothing
will be difficult to find. Perhaps the largest problem highlighted
by the testimony is the difficulty of distinguishing between
clothing worn by elders and clothing worn by the general public.
Regulating children’s clothing is relatively simple, since it can be
identified by size. Elders, however, wear the same type and sizes
of clothing as the rest of the adult population.

Other problems raised were:
1. It is technically possible to make and use flame-retardant

material, but there is little information as to the added costs of
such material, the ability of manufacturers to supply such
material, the comfort and wearability of flame-retardant clo-
thing, and both the ability to launder such clothing and the
durability of its flame-retardant qualities after repeated wash-
ings.

2. Several testifiers mentioned the problem of further dehu-
manizing elders, especially institutionalized patients, by taking
away their choices about the clothing they may wear. Further
study needs to be done on the effects of the “institutional
syndrome" on elders, and in the trade-offs between fire safety
and the loss of dignity suffered by elders who may no longer wear
clothing of their choice. This type of analysis should pertain also
to efforts to institute no smoking rules and other restrictions
related to fire safety.

3. The point was strongly made that although flammable
clothing contributes to the severity of burns among elders, the
actual cause of the burns in many cases is the carelessness of the
victims. Many burn accidents among elders are caused by
improper use of matches and smoking materials, stoves, and
free-standing heating equipment. This problem is exacerbated by
the fact that many low-income elders live in apartments with
inadequate central heating, and thus use free-standing gas and
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electric heaters. Further, the severity of burn accidents among
elders is often traceable to slow or improper reactions of elders
whose clothing catches on fire, or their lack of the mobility or
energy to take appropriate emergency action. This testimony
was not offered to obviate the necessity to regulate flammable
clothing, but to indicate that additional efforts need to be made in
educating elders about fire hazards, and preparing them to react
appropriately in an emergency.

Finally, it was pointed out that the current energy crisis may
have an adverse effect on the development and supply of flame-
retardant materials. Many of -the chemicals used for treating
fabrics are by-products of oil and gas refining, and there is
considerable uncertainty about both the supply and the costs of
these chemicals now.

None of the testimony contained strong or detailed recommen-
dations for regulating flammable clothing or other solutions to
the critical burn problem among elders and handicapped per-
sons. There was general agreement that regulations of flam-
mable clothing and other measures were necessary, but no
testifiers felt they had sufficient information to make definitive
suggestions.

The suggestions received included:
1. To extend the flammability standards now in effect for

children’s sleepwear to cover elder’s sleepwear, and require that
prominent flammability labeling be attached to such sleepwear;

2. To provide tax incentives or other benefits to suppliers of
flame-retardant fabric or clothing for elders;

3. To mandate that one of the State Colleges or Universities
undertake a study of processes for improving the flame-resistant
qualities of clothing for elders—Lowell Tech was mentioned in
this regard;

4. To require state institutions, and state-regulated institu-
tions, to purchase, when and where available, flame-retardant
sleepwear and other clothing for their patients.

These suggestions will be discussed in the recommendations
section of this report.
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Based on the research undertaken by the staff of the Executive
Office of Elder Affairs, and on the written and oral testimony
received in the course of this investigation, the Office of Elder
Affairs has reached the following conclusions:

1. That elders and handicapped persons are a high-risk popu-
lation for burn accidents;

2. That burn victims wearing flammable clothing have signi-
ficantly more serious burns than victims not wearing flammable
clothing;

3. That elder burn victims are much more likely to die as a
result of their burns than younger victims;

4. That the costs for care and treatment of elderly burn
victims are extremely high, and are often paid for with public
funds;

5. That elders are sometimes careless with smoking materials
and other fire hazards, that they often lack the mobility or
energy to react appropriately in an emergency, and that they
lack knowledge about fire safety and emergency procedures;

6. That in spite of the general agreement on the problem of
non-flame-retardant clothing for elders, there is no agreement on
methods for solving the problem, and there are many issues left
to be resolved, and much information still to be gathered;

7. That it is impossible to distinguish between clothing worn
by elders and handicapped persons and clothing worn by the
general public, for the purposes of either regulation or of
providing tax incentives;

8. That although flammable clothing is a problem for elders
and handicapped persons, it is also a problem for the general
population;

9. That any comprehensive legislation or regulatory approach
to flame-retardant clothing must be on the federal, not the state
level;

10. That information on burn accidents and the involvement
of various types of fabrics in the severity of burns is incomplete
and inconclusive;

11. That information on the technology of flame-retardant
materials and on the techniques of rendering material flame-

CONCLUSIONS
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retardant and maintaining its qualities is very limited;
12. That information on the comfort, style, and wearability of

clothing made of flame-retardant materials is lacking;
13. That information on the costs and cost-effectiveness of

flame-retardant materials is almost totally lacking;
14. That any regulation or law limiting the freedom of elders

in their choice of clothing or in their habits has implications in
terms of their dignity and independence, which implications
must be carefully weighed before instituting controls.
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It is clear from the conclusions reached in this study that while
a clearly identified problem exists, and while there is a clear need
for the Commonwealth to take action relative to this problem,
the full information necessary to take intelligent and well-
balanced legislative or regulatory action is not yet available.

The Executive Office of Elder Affairs, therefore, recommends
the following actions:

1. That the Lowell Technological Institute undertake an in-
tensive study of the technology and costs involved in
manufacturing, distributing, purchasing, and treating of flame-
retardant materials and clothing. This study is intended to
answer the following questions:

a. What are the most efficient and least expensive methods
for manufacturing and treating clothing so it will meet the
flame-retardant standards currently in effect for children’s sleep-
wear?

b. Is it possible to chemically treat non-flame-retardant
clothing, either while laundering or otherwise, to achieve flame-
retardant characteristics in keeping with existing standards?

c. What are the best methods of maintaining the flame-
retardant qualities of clothing that now meets existing flamma-
bility standards?

d. What effect does the use of flame-retardant materials
have on the comfort, style, and wearability of clothing and
sleepwear?

The Office of Elder Affairs recommends that the Lowell
Technological Institute undertake such a study for the period of a
year following the effective date of the resolve mandating the
study, and that the results of the study, including recommenda-
tions for legislation be filed with the Legislature.

2. That there should be created an advisory commission on
burn accidents to review information collected relative to burn
accidents, and advise the Department of Public Health and the
Board of Fire Prevention on appropriate standards and regula-
tions. Said Commission should include representatives of the
Department of Public Health, the Board of Fire Prevention, the
Executive Office of Public Safety, the Executive Office of Human

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Services, the Executive Office ofElder Affairs, the Department of

Public Welfare, the Rate Setting Commission, and the Office for
Children. The Commission on burn accidents should make an
annual report to the Legislature, including recommendations for
legislation.

The Executive office of Elder Affairs further recommends that
administrative action be taken to carry out the following policies;

1. That broad-based educational and public information
programs be instituted to make the public, and particularly
elders and handicapped persons, aware of the hazards of flam-
mable clothing. Such an effort should be directed at developing
consumer demand for flame-retardant clothing, at improving the
care with which elders and other people use smoking materials,
stoves and space heaters, and at improving the reactions of elders
and other persons in times of emergency.

The lead agency in this effort should be the Executive Office of
Educational Affairs, with consultation and assistance from the
Executive Office of Elder Affairs, Human Services, Public Safety,
and Consumer Affairs.

2. That throughout state government a policy be instituted to
require that clothing purchased by the Commonwealth should
meet existing flammability standards if such clothing is available
at a reasonable cost. This policy should pertain particularly if
such clothing is to be purchased for elders or handicapped
residents of state institutions.

The Executive Office of Elder Affairs is convinced that these
recommendations, if carried out, will provide the needed infor-
mation to make reasonable regulations and set workable stand-
ards for flame-retardant clothing; will establish a central mech-
anism to effectuate and enforce such regulations and standards;
will move the Commonwealth towards efforts to prevent the
occurrence of serious burn accidents, and will commit the
Commonwealth to making flame-retardant clothing available to
as many persons as possible.
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National Fire Protection Association
INTERNATIONAL

November 13, 1973

Mr. Jack Leff
Secretary of Elder Affairs
Office of the Secretary
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Ma. 02108
Dear Mr. Leff:

Thank you very much for your kind invitation to appear at one
of three public hearings on fabric flammability standards for
certain items of clothing worn by elderly persons. Unfortunately,
I will not be in the office on any of the three days that are
scheduled for the public hearings.

I would like to take the liberty of submitting a statement that I
made to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging in 1971 on
the same subject. This statement may be helpful to your Commit-
tee in considering the problems of the elderly particularly as they
pertain to the flammability of clothing.

Very truly yours,

RICHARD E. STEVENS
Director ofEngineering Services

APPENDIX A
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. STEVENS
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING SERVICES

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
TO THE

U.S. SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

October 12, 1971
Fire experience in places where the elderly are housed and

cared for indicates conclusively that the elderly present a special
and unique fire problem. They are responsible for a significant
number of fires due to the physical and mental circumstances
which accompany old age. In addition, their reaction to the
discovery of fire does not necessarily suggest to them the need to
alert other occupants of the building or to save themselves. In a
fire the elderly are not only more helpless than the average
person trapped by fire but they are often transfixed by the
emergency, even refusing to leave their quarters and resisting
efforts to remove them from the building. Having been taken out
of the building the elderly are apt to return to the burning
structure.

These characteristics, which I believe are most applicable to
the discussion here, have occurred time after time in fires in
buildings for the housing and care of the elderly. There are other
unique problems in fire emergencies where patients are nonam-
bulatory or are heavily sedated or strapped in their beds.

Dangerous Situations Common to the Elderly

The ignition of the clothing, bed clothing or the person of an
elderly patient by his careless use of smoking materials is a
frequent occurrence and usually is fatal. The records show that
the ignition sources are matches, pipe ashes, cigarettes and
lighters. In many cases the records state that the patient has had
a history of carelessness in the use of smoking materials.

It is impossible to closely supervise 100 percent of the elderly
100 percent of the time. Often the elderly place their clothing
over heaters to dry. We have many instances on record of bed
clothing and garments ignited from contact with heaters and
other heat sources.
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Sometimes the patient aggravates the problem by unsuc-
cessfully attempting to extinguish the fire rather than seeking
help or sounding the alarm.

It is not uncommon for patients to purposely set fires for
various irrational reasons. In one case a 71-year-old patient used
matches to burn off the restraining straps on her wheel chair and
flames spread to her clothing. In another example a 77-year-old
man who had been reprimanded for not cleaning up the litter on
the floor of his room, threw a lighted match into the litter. He
attempted to put out the fire with other litter on the floor and
cups of water. In a very recent case, a patient apparently poured
a combustible liquid on the first floor corridor, part way up the
stairs to the second floor and on the floor of his room and then
ignited it.

In the majority of cases studied by NFPA the patient sets a fire
because he is angry with a member of the staff or with another
patient.

Reaction to Fire Emergencies

The reaction of the elderly to a fire incident is perhaps the most
dangerously unique factor that makes the elderly a fire problem.
On discovering a fire a patient is apt to ignore it, to be transfixed
by it or to seek refuge from it in his room and fail to notify
anyone else of the fire.

The elderly are extremely reluctant to leave their rooms when
an alarm of fire is sounded. As a matter of fact many patients
refuse to leave their rooms even though the fire is obviously
threatening them. They will forcefully resist any effort to remove
them from the building. Often frightened patients approached by
firefighters for rescue, will begin striking firemen and have to be
forcibly removed. This requires enough men to carry each
patient out while prying patients’ hands from door frames and
stair railings. Some of the patients may be sedated or strapped in
their beds which makes it extremely difficult for firemen at-
tempting to rescue them in darkness.

Once having been taken out of the building, the patient is very
apt to return to the burning structure unless restrained. His
reasons for reentering the building vary but the most common
one seems to be that he simply wants to return to his room
because he is cold or tired.
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The NonambulatoryPatient

So far, we have been talking about the ambulatory patient.
The non-ambulatory patient significantly adds to the problem of
fire in buildings housing the elderly. The nonambulatory patient
may cause a fire due to careless or overt acts like the ambulatory
patient. Similarly his reaction to the discovery of fire is like the
ambulatory patient. In a fire emergency, however, he is com-
pletely helpless and, in addition, may be sedated or strapped in a
bed or wheelchair.

In Summary

The facts just stated show why the elderly, housed and cared
for in a building, are a unique fire problem. With the current
state-of-the-art it is possible and practical to prevent multiple
death fires in these buildings. The single fatality, where a patient
ignites his clothing or bed clothing, has not been controlled and
positive control is not immediately apparent. Yet it is believed
that the annual total number of these single fatalities far exceeds
the total number of fatalities in multiple death fires in this
occupancy. Practically instantaneous detection of fire can be
achieved. With fast detection and immediate staff response
possibly some of these single fatalities could be prevented partic-
ularly if clothing and bed clothing were less flammable. I
therefore suggest that the research and testing work being
conducted by the private sector and by public agencies under the
Flammable Fabrics Act be applauded and supported by the
Special Committee on Aging. I hasten to point out, however, that
the overall fire problem with the elderly is demanding of un-
selfish effort by the private and public sector alike so that the
elderly may live free from the horrors of Are.
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Metropolitan State Hospital

WALTHAM, MASS. 02154

November 28, 1973

Mr. Jack Leff
Secretary of Elder Affair
Executive Office of Elder Affairs
Office of the Secretary

18 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Dear Mr. Leff:

Your letter of November 5, 1973 addressed to Dr. William McLaughlin was
given to me for action.

I appeared at the hearing on November 15, 1973 at approximately 11:00 A.M,
However, the hearings were completed for the day. It was my intention to appear
on November 26, 1973. Due to unfortunate circumstances I was not able to attend
the hearing on that date.

We are very interested in anything that can be accomplished for elimination of
dangerous conditions for anyone at the hospital. We do use a mattress that is
flame retardant. This mattress has been tested by the State Department of Public
Safety, and is placed on contract by Mr. Alfred Holland, State Purchasing Agent,
This applies as well to pillows.

At present, this is of little help as bed linens do not meet fire retardant
conditions. Because of this, fires do result. We have received some items that
claim fire resistancy but after washing this does not hold true. Most of the items
that are flame resistant are very irritating to the skin or are very coarse and
cause skin rashes. Most are synthetic materials.

We strongly advocate that all items of clothing, bed linens, furniture for all
nursing homes, rest homes, hospitals, be required upon availability of such
materials to use only such items.

I am sure you are aware of paint requirements of Department of Public Safety
regarding fire retardant paints. Perhaps some nursing homes and others should
be advised of this requirement.

Enclosed also is a copy of an article from Bedding Magazine—October 1970 for
State of California. Also a copy of a letter regarding Patient Bed Gowns,
pajamas.

Sincerely yours,
Paul F. O'Leary
State Hospital Steward
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Department of Public Health
Division of Food and Drugs

600 WASHINGTON STREET, ROOM 770
BOSTON 02111

November 28, 1973

Mr. Jack Leff, Secretary

Executive Office of Elder Affairs
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Mr. Secretary

Your letter of November 5, 1973 to Doctor William Bicknell has been referred
to this Division for reply.

This Division has the responsibility for carrying out the provisions of the
Fabric Flammability law as it applies to children’s wear. As you know, a law was
passed during this legislative session which concerns this particular subject.

I am attaching hereto copies of the law for your information. I am also
attaching hereto a photostat of a publication issued monthly by the Consumer
Products Safety Committee, Bureau of Epidemiology of the federal government.

This Commission, as you know, is concerned with product safety and has.
while it was part of the United States Food and Drug Administration, established
an accident report surveillance system. If you will note I have underscored the
percentage of age of victims which have been reported in conjunction with
clothing items. It does not note any accidents for those over the age sixty five; nor
does it indicate the method by which the clothing caused the injury.

I have little knowledge of clothing being a factor in accidents that concern the
elderly, especially from fire. The number of cases in the federal evaluation is also
quite limited since a total of only twenty seven cases were reported. Until such
time as more data is available, evaluation of flammable clothing in regards to the
elderly is one which requires further study.

If I can be of any further service to you in this matter please do not hesitate to
let me know.

Very truly yours,
George A. Michael, Sc„ D
Director



INJURIES ASSOCIATED WITH SELECTED CONSUM
AS REPORTED BY HOSPITALS IN THE NATIONAL ELECTRONIC INJURY SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Source; Consumer Product Safety Commission/Bureau of Epidemiology SEPTEMBER 1973
■ "

FISCAL YEAR 74
PRODUCT (July 1. 1973—September 30. 19731 PEBCENT BY AGE OFVICTIM, PERCE ?,| EYSEX

. NUMBER OF CASES REPORT MONTH
REPORT MONTH RATE PER

7TZ 100,000 POPULATION SEVERITY
IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION CUMULATIVE T~ REPORT MONTH

CODE SEPTEMBER 1973 FISCAL YEAR 74 Q _4 5. 14 15. 24 25-64 65+ MALE FEMALE

0100 GENERAL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
04,06 Dryers - electric - 8----- - - - 14
05 07 Dryers - gas 1 2 - 100.0 - - 100.0 .01 47Il' Fans - electric 97 403 13.4 16.5 15.5 45.4 9.3 48.5 51.5 .92 28
15-16 Vacuums & Sweepers - electric 23 65 21.7 17.4 8.7 52.2 - 30.4 69.6 .23 34
02 Washers with Wringers 32 131 21.9 34.4 9.4 12.5 21.9 31.3 68.8 9 120
01,03-05,26 Washers without Wringers - Other 19 65 15.8 26.3 5.3 47.4 5.3 52.6 47.4 .17 20
18-20,28 Water Heaters 11 46 - 27.3 18.2 45.5 9.1 72.7 27.3 .09 212

0200 KITCHEN APPLIANCES
01- Electric Stoves & Ovens 8 37 25.0 12.5 12.5 50.0 - 75.0 25.0 .09 191

49 Gas Stoves & Ovens 28 102 17.9 3.6 53.6 21.4 3.6 42.9 57.1 .43 196
38-39,47 Irons 40 128 57.5 17.5 10.0 15.0 - 60.0 40.0 .26 70
07,51 Microwave Cooking Devices - -

1/’ Portable Cooking Devices 18 41 38.9 16.7 22.2 16.7 5.6 44.4 55.6 .15 75
2/ Portable Kitchen Appliances 31 95 3.2 3.2 41.9 41.9 9.7 29.0 71.0 .32 16
08-09. 45 , Uh 10.4 20.8. = 2SL2 iil U

0300 SPACE HEATING, COOLING & VENTILATING
APPLIANCES' •]

26-29,35 Furnaces - Floor 2 5 50.0 - 50.0 - - 50.0 50.0 .03 95
3/ Furnaces - Other, & Equipment 58 161 46.6 10.3 17.2 22.4 3.4 56.9 43.1 .57 64
12-15.23 Space Heaters 10 27 40.0 10.0 10.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 50.0 .17 153
Q 5 Vaporizers 1 4 100.0 - - 100.0 .01 146

0400 HOUSEWARES
07 14 Cutlery, Cutting & Chopping Devices 4/ 687 2,197 3.5 16.2 30.1 47.3 2.9 52.8 47.2 7.65 15

Drinking Glasses 177 624 4.5 16.9 42.4 34.5 1.7 33.3 66.7 1.95 14
02- Fondue & Table Stoves 1 6 100.0 - 100.0 - .00 27
12 Pressure Cookers 12 39 16.7 75.0 8.3 33.3 66.7 .11 229

HOME COMMUNICATIONS, ENTERTAINMENT &

HOBBY EQUIPMENT
03 20-21 Record/Tape Players, Hi-Fi &Stereo 25 91 36.0 20.0 16.0 28.0 - 64.0 36.0 .22 230l! 16-18, 28 TV Sets 59 176 62.7 10.2 6.8 20.3 - 47.5 52.5 .48 44

0600 HOME FURNISHINGS & FIXTURES
11 Bath & Shower Structures 161 540 24.8 14.3 12.4 36.6 11.8 50.3 49.7 1.94 43

01 14-16 42 61 Beds&Bedding 493 1,519 46.7 21.7 8.1 14.8 8.7 57.0 43.0 5.14 39
12-13 ’ * Carpeting & Rugs 47 133 10.6 6.4 4.3 55.3 23.4 38.3 61.7 .44 41

02 44 47 50 Chairs, Couches & Slip Covers 378 1,277 38.6 15.3 8.5 30.7 6.9 50.8 49.2 3.75 27
18-20 36 Ladders 276 932 3.6 6.2 13.0 64.5 12.7 78.3 21.7 2.55 38
21 ’ Power Cords 14 58 21.4 7.1 21.4 35.7 14.3 64.3 35.7 .11 147
03,45-46 Tables 556 1,651 57.3 15.5 8.5 15.1 3.6 58.3 41.7 6.13 32

0700 HOME ALARM, ESCAPE & PROTECTION DEVICES 54 7.1 54.3 14.3 14.3 _ 64.3 35.7 .11 57
00-07

0800 HOME WORKSHOP APPARATUS & TOOLS
16-17,21 Auto Tools, Batteries/Chargers 30 123 6.7 10.0 40.0 43.3 - 90.0 10.0 .53 119
10 27-30 Manual Tools & Accessories 234 844 5.6 15.8 20.9 56.0 1.7 85.9 14.1 2.81 17

22 Paint Sprayers 1 5 100.0 - - 100.0 - .01 12
07 Power Jointers - 2 ______ _ _ 176
01 24-25,32 PowerSaws 118 336 .8 3.4 24.6 58.5 12.7 94.1 5.9 1.58 52
11-13 31 Torches, Soldering & Welding Equipment 19 59 5.3 10.5 31.6 47.4 5.3 100.0 - .25 145

5555 HOME & FAMILY MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
09 Adhesives & Related Compounds 4 38 100.0 - 50.0 50.0 .04 42

12 Antifreeze 4 8 50.0 - 25.0 25.0 - 50.0 50.0 .01 88
02 Bleaches & Dyes 38 119 60.5 13.2 7.9 18.4 - 50.0 50.0 .38 116
5/ Cleaners - Caustic, Solvent, etc. 77 271 38.9 19.4 16.7 25.0 - 75.0 25.0 .71 138

08 10-11 15 24 Gasoline Kerosene, Paint Removers, etc. 72 325 53.2 3.9 10.4 28.6 3.9 61.0 39.0 .60 193
13 ’ ‘ Lubricants 7 19 71.4 - 14.3 14.3 - 57.1 42.9 .06 88
07 Paint, Varnish, Shellac, etc. 39 146 76.9 5.1 7.7 10.3 - 69.2 30.8 .30 232
04_05 Polishes & Waxes 14 42 92.9 - - 7.1 - 42.9 57.1 .10 68

1000 FARM EQUIPMENT 69 252 4.3 18>8 23.2 44#9 3.7 84.1 15.9 2.71 119
00-16
1100 HOUSEHOLD PACKAGINGS & CONTAINERS
03 12 Containers - metal & self-openers 270 954 21.8 24.1 17.4 33.7 3.0 46.7 53.3 2.92 17
06 ; 10 Glass Bottles & Jars 474 1,753 15.0 30.6 22.8 29.7 1.9 54.9 45.1 5.12 17
08 Plastic Bags & Wrapping, except for cooking 4 10 50.0 - - 50.0 - 25.0 75.0 .05 63
oi_Q2 Pressure & Vacuum Containers 17 64 17.6 29.4 17.6 35.3 - 47.1 52.9 .23 119

SPORTS & RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
02 Bicycles & Bicycle Equipment 2,166 8,425 10.2 70.5 13.5 5.5 .2 67.5 32.5 23.22 32
g/ Cooking & Heating Equipment 11 133 27.3 - 18.2 54.5 • 72.7 27.3 .14 144
26 Lighting 2 10 - 50.0 - 50.0 - 50.0 50.0 .01 562
63 Mini-Bikes 100 423 2.0 70.0 15.0 13.0 - 79.0 21.0 1.62 38
01 41-44 Playground Equipment 584 2,036 28.4 67.5 2.2 1.7 .2 54.6 45.4 7.83 29
10 Snow Skiing 1 9 - - 100.0 - - - 100.0 .00 16
18 Snowmobiles - 2----- - - - 56

31 02 Swimming Pools & Associated Equipment 171 1,236 7.6 41.5 21.6 29.2 - 59.1 40.9 1.86 52
7/ ‘ TeamSports 4,416 10,010 .5 40.7 49.1 9.7 .1 92.0 7.9 48.35 20
30 Unlicensed Motor Scooters & Go-Karts 22 91 9.1 86.4 4.5 - - 81.8 18.2 .18 18
20 61 64 Water Sport Equipment 60 448 - 30.0 46.7 23.3 - 73.3 26.7 .60 29

1300 TOYS
T5.10 Chemistry Sets & Other Science Toys 2 8 100.0 - 100.0 - .02 111
13 Fireworks 5 183 20.0 60.0 20.0 - - 40.0 60.0 .02 115
06 14 56 Fuel & Fuel Powered Toys 2 8 - 100.0 - 100.0 - .02 55

08 33 Skate & Skate Boards 118 367 1.7 65.3 26.3 6.8 - 45.8 54.2 1.28 21
22 60 Sleeping Bags & Play Tents -

-------

24-25,47,54 Toy Balls, Inflatables & Marbles 13 54 23.1 53.8 15.4 7.7 - 61.5 38.5 .07 47

11-12 48,52 Toy Guns, Cap & Sling Weapons 18 79 38.9 44.4 11.1 5.6 - 61.1 38.9 .18 30

YARD & GARDEN EQUIPMENT
07 .10 Sprayers & Insect Control Devices 2 11 50.0 - - 50.0 - 50.0 50.0 .05 25
02 23 Hand Mowers & Edgers 7 59 28.6 14.3 14.3 28.6 14.3 71.4 28.6 .10 26
03 15 24 26 Manual Yard & Garden Tools 136 580 11.0 30.1 19.1 33.8 5.9 72.8 27.2 1.48 24
01 04 18-22 Power Mowers, Edgers & Trimmers 188 916 5.3 13.8 12.8 59.1 9.0 76.6 23.4 2.57

08-09 27 Power Yard & Garden Tools 37 231 - 5.4 18.9 73.0 2.7 75.7 24.3 .33 17

CHILD NURStRY EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
08 20-21 Baby Exercisers, Swings & Walkers 15 58 80.0 13.3 - 6.7 - 46.7 53.3 .09
54 07 Cribs, Bedding, etc. 40 100 92.5 - 5.0 2.5 - 45.0 55.0 .45 41

1 3 Playpens 5 13 60.0 20.0 - 20.0 - 40.0 60.0 .07 25
03 05 19,22 Strollers/Carriages, Infant & Car Seats 29 122 79.317.2 - - 3.4 55.2 44.8 .29

1600 PERSONAL USE ITEMS
14 Clothing 9 27 - 33.3 44.4 22.2 - 77.8 22.2 .06 40
J 5 Footwear 45 138 - 24.4 40.0 28.9 6.7 35.6 64.4 .30 17

02 27-28 Hair Curling & Drying Devices 3 10 33.3 - 66.7 - 100.0 .02 131
04 Lighters & Lighter Fluids 8 34 25.0 12.5 37.5 12.5 12.5 75.0 25.0 .04 110
2g Pens & Pencils 133 293 12.8 62.4 15.0 9.0 .8 53.4 46.6 1.32 25
iq Personal Protection, incl. Tear Gas Pens/Guns 1 5 -

- 100.0 - - 100.0 - .00 105
0i Razors & Shavers 144 499 11.8 19.4 29.2 38.2 1.4 56.9 43.1 1.36 14

12 Saunas 1 3 - - - 100.0 - 100.0 - .02 10
09.34 Sun & Heat Lamps 16 66 62.5 37.5 - 18.8 81.3 .21 239

1700 OTHER PRODUCTS
00-io 16 Equipment for Sick or Aged 48 175 29.2 8.3 12.5 39.6 10.4 60.4 39.6 .47 36
04 Matches 28 110 3.6 10.7 42.9 42.9 - 50.0 50.0 .27 168
01 n_i4 Seasonal Decorations & Equipment 2 9 - 50.0 - 50.0 - 100.0 - .02 22

HOME STRUCTURES & CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS,
ETC.

05 20 Doors & Assoc. Hardware, exc. Structural Glass 641 2,106 26.1 28.1 20.0 23.9 2.0 50.2 49.8 5.29 26
34 Fences-Non Electric 254 937 11.4 56.7 18.9 11.4 1.6 70.9 29.1 2.25 18
07 17 Floors, Porches & Balconies 251 901 25.5 23.1 8.8 28.7 13.9 50.2 49.8 3.52 39
01 29 Stairs & Railings 1,639 5,523 17.1 11.8 21.0 41.3 8.8 41.4 58.6 13.22
g/' Windows & Glass Walls/Panels & Doors 637 2,514 9.4 27.9 28.7 31.7 2.2 62.6 37.4 6.13 21
32 Wires - Non Electric 78 382 6.4 43.6 16.7 26.9 6.4 66.7 33.3 .84 23

PRODUCTS COVERED BY EXISTING FEDERAL
REGULATIONS

13 Cosmetics 71 202 59.2 5.6 8.5 25.4 1.4 32.4 67.6 .84 50
11 I, Drugs 356 1,219 78.7 10.4 6.7 4.2 - 48.6 51.4 3.25 59

08 Pesticides 47 165 76.6 4.3 8.5 8.5 2.1 66.0 34.0 .65 86

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION CODE & DESCRIPTION 3/ 07-11,18-20,22,37-38 6/ 23-25,27,32,47,49-56,59
1/ 12 16-17 19 21-24,29,34-35,41-42 4/ unpowered 7/ 04-05,11,14-15,65-67
2/ 13] 15, 18,25-26,28,30-31,33,40 5/ 01,03,16,22,28-29 8/ 15,20,23-26,35-36
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Department of Public Safety

1010COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BOSTON 02215

November 21, 1973

JackLeff, Secretary

Executive Office of Elder Affairs
Office of the Secretary
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Secretary Left
A review of the records of the laboratory of the Department of Public Safety

reveals that a significant number of both burn injuries and fatalities resulting
from burns have occurred amongst the elderly during the past twenty years as
the result of the accidental ignition of articles of clothing which were classified as
"Textile Materials of Normal Flammability" when tested according to the
standards established by the Federal Flammable Fabrics Act.

Since elderly persons, like children, are liable to disregard obvious ignition
sources, the regulation of the flammability of the clothing of elderly persons is a
practical and sensible way of limiting and preventing the occurrence of such
burn injuries and fatalities.

In my opinion, such regulations may best be accomplished by requiring that
all fabrics and clothing used by the elderly conform with the current Federal
flammability standards for Children’s Sleepwear.

Sincerely

Francis R. Hankard
Senior Chemist
Chemical Laboratory

(Thr (Cnmmomurallh of maaaarhuaptts
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Man-MadeFiber Producers Association, Inc
1150 SEVENTEENTH STREET, N.W

WASHINGTON, DC. 20036

November 21, 197:

Mr. Jack Leff
Secretary of Elder Affair
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Mr, Leff
STUDY ON FABRIC FLAMMABILITY STANDARDS FOR CERTAIN

ITEMS OF CLOTHING WORN BY ELDERLY PERSONS

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Man-Made Fiber Producers
Association (MMFPA) in response to your invitation to us and some of our
members to submit written comments pertinent to the above study.

The members of this Association account for more than ninety percent of the
total U.S. production of man-made fibers and they have a substantial interest in
the study you are conductingand the report that will be prepared thereon.

Although statistical data on cause and incidence of injury are incomplete, we
recognize the possible need for increased protection for those individuals who are
incapable of looking after themselves such as the very young and the very old.

We have noted your interest in sources and methods of fabric ignition injuries
suffered by elderly persons, especially those who are residents of nursing homes,
hospitals or other institutions in Massachusetts.

Institutionalized old people present a very difficult case since a major factor in
their care and therapy is to impart, insofar as is possible in institutional
surroundings, a sense of security and serenity. Depriving them of familiar types
of clothing and furnishings may have far reaching effects on their well being;
and the further depersonalization that would result from mandatory use of
uniform, unfamiliar, flame retardant clothing should be considered only after
careful analysis of cost/beneflt ratios.

We believe it is a little early to try to reach conclusions as to the sources and
methods of fabric ignition causing injuries suffered by elderly persons. The
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) of the federal Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission, which reports product related injuries
treated in 119 hospital emergency rooms, has been in operation only a little over
a year. While some conclusions may be drawn from this bank of information as
to the incidence of injuries and their severity, information as to the causes of
these injuries must await analyses of the “in depth” investigations of each case,
which have necessarily lagged behind the compilation of raw data on number,
age groups, and severity. It is natural to assume from our common experience
with older people that fabric ignition in these cases is the result of negligent use
of matches and smoking materials, or improper precautions around stoves and
other sources of open flame or heat. But we do not know this, nor the percentage
of cases, for example, in which flammable liquids are involved. We think the
Massachusetts Legislature would be well advised to await, or even undertake the
development of the in depth analyses of NEISS data as to causation of
flammable fabric related injuries before trying to legislate in this area on the
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assumption that flame retardant fabric resistant to small sources of heat will
significantly reduce injuries among the elderly. It is extremely important U
define such factors eo as to direct effectively any corrective measures, whether
they be regulation, product modification or education.

In addition to the negative therapeutic aspects involved in requiring old people
to change from familiar clothing and surroundings, some flame retardant
garments present possible toxicological and dermatological problems, as well as
problems of discomfort, wearlife, durability of flame retardant to bleaching and
sunlight, dimensional stability, odor and soil and stain removal that have not
been solved. Repeated institutional launderings will magnify some of these
problems and can seriously affect the appearance and “feel” of the garment, thus
aggravating the therapeutic negatives.

The recent focus of attention on fire safety for the elderly has largely come
about as a result of an unfortunate series of fire disasters involving nursing
homes. This concern is appropriate, but the use of flame retardant fabrics would
have played little, if any, role in the prevention of these disasters. What is called
for here is a systems approach involving mandatory use of heat and smoke
detection systems and automatic sprinklers for suppression purposes, in nursing
homes and hospitals. The Legislature might be well advised to turn its attention
to this kind of approach to protection of the elderly, rather than to a mandatory
use of flame retardant fabrics which would involve all of the negatives discussed
above.

Sincerely

Charlie W. Jones
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Cotton Incorporated

REPRESENTING AMERIC A'S COTTON PRODUCE!

October 25, 1973

Mr. Samuel Harmon
Legal Counsel
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office of the Elder Affairs
Office of the Secretary

18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Mr. Harmon
We appreciate your cooperative attitude in asking us for such information as

we can furnish to help the State of Massachusetts in drafting regulations for
flammable fabric products.

Although we do a great deal in the development of improved flame retardance
treated cottons and blended fabrics, and although we are involved in commer-
cialization and promotion of the products of this work, we do not gather statistics
that would give you a basis for knowing how many and what types of accidents
occur in the burning of garments worn by elderly persons. For this, I think you
will have to go to the Consumer Products Safety Commission and the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.

The principal problem in legislating protection for “older Americans” is, as it
always has been, the question, "How do you distinguish between items of
clothing worn by elderly persons and those worn by younger persons of the same
size group?” So far as I know, no one is any closer to answering this question
than they ever were.

We would appreciate your giving us the advantage of your thinking as to how
this might be achieved, if you have ideas about it.

We would urge that the State of Massachusetts take two important facts under
consideration in this work. First, any decision to develop a standard should be
based on full statistical justification of the need. Second, any standard or test
method should recognize and take into account the inherent variability that
inevitably exists in the nature of burning and in every test method devised to
date.

Finally, we cannot stress too strongly the advantages and the need for state
regulations to be consistent with federal regulations.

We regret being unable to offer you the assistance you are looking for: but we
hope that you will keep us in mind and come back to us for any information that
we can supply you.

Sincerely yours,
Leonard Smith, Manager
Textiles Flammability Research
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Testimony for delivery at public hearing conducted by the
Department ofElderly Affairs—November 26, 1973.

Subject: Fabric Flammability Standards for Certain Items of
Clothing Worn by Elderly Persons.

I am Lawrence Levinson, Assistant Director of the Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center for Aged.

I should like to discuss three aspects of this clothing situation:
1. Responsibility of health care institutions in protection of

their patients.
A. A case study describing effects of a burn incident

2. Responsibility of government in protection of public health.
3- Implementation of fabric standards of clothing for all age

groups.
The Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for Aged is a 725-bed

Chronic Disease Hospital whose patients are categorized
generally in one of three groups depending on their physical,
emotional and mental characteristics. Each group is composed
roughly of about 225 patients and, in broad terms, one group is
ambulatory, the second semi-debilitated, and the third severely
debilitated. As of September 30, 1973, the average age of our
patients was 84 years and 7 months.

As a health care facility, we are sensitive to our obligation to
provide the maximum protection we can for our patients and
employees against any accident hazard including injuries caused
by fire. We therefore systematically train, drill, and indoctrinate
the staff of the hospital in precautions against the hazards of fire
which, in a large institution, have a serious potential for the
sudden and unexpected.

We now address ourselves to a new factor in safety—and an
important one—the matter of minimizing the hazard of injury
caused by ignition of clothing.

Considering the number of patients who have been admitted to
our facility over a period of 10 years—some 1500 new patients
—and considering the nature of disability among our elderly
population, our experience with injury caused by fire, whether
fabric-related or not, has been strikingly low. In fact, we have
actually had only one patient who suffered a burn during this
period of time.

The nature of this particular case will demonstrate the hazard
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inherent in flammable clothing for the disabled elderly and more
particularly the seriousness of the aftereffects.

An 80-year old man, suffering from the disabling effects of a
severe cerebro-vascular accident, is largely confined to a wheel-
chair, but he is able to manipulate the wheelchair adequately in
spite of hemiplegia and moves about quite readily. He is both a
cigar and cigarette smoker of considerable frequency. And it may
be significant that he is incontinent of urine.

On June 6, 1971, while sitting in his wheelchair outdoors on the
hospital grounds, he sustained second and third degree burns on
his left leg while smoking, after a match dropped into his left
pant leg and caught fire. He was promptly transferred to an
acute hospital.

Two weeks after his admission, following a course of treat-
ment, an area of growth began around the edges of the wound in
the areas of the deep second degree burn. Three weeks after his
admission, however, he suddenly developed a temperature of
104°. It was thought, at this time, that the fever was most
probably sepsis secondary to wound infection and the patient was
started on antibiotics. His condition improved. Following the
clearing of the wound, the patient was taken to the operating
room where he underwent a split thickness skin graft from the
left thigh. Postoperatively he did very well, and, on the tenth
postoperative day, he was ready for transfer back from the acute
hospital to our facility for continued postoperative care.

The hospitalization for this one burn case lasted from June 6,
1971, to August 2, 1971, a period of 58 days.

It was observed in the medical record that “the pants’ material
had seared into his flesh.” It is well known among those
acquainted with fabric characteristics that such materials as
cotton-polyester combinations as well as others melt rather than
flame and that such melted substances will adhere to skin
causing particularly nasty burns.

Upon returning to the HRCA, he was followed closely by his
doctor who saw him almost daily over a period of 12 weeks. Also
during this period, he was seen and treated by a consulting
surgeon from the acute hospital eight times until he was finally
discharged.

This one burn incident, then, caused by the flaming of the
fabric in the trousers of an elderly infirm patient, involved
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specialized care in two hospitals and a surgical operation, the
entire hospitalization extending over a period of 5 months.
Furthermore, this was not the end. Following his discharge, the
patient received special physical therapy treatments in order to
prevent contractures. The medical cost of returning this patient
to normal was approximately $lO,OOO.

A year after the burn incident, a progress note by his doctor
appears in the patient’s medical record as follows: “June 23, 1972.
He was found to have, on two occasions, cigarette burns through
his sheets. This occurred on June 21, 1972, and June 23, 1972. As a
result, I have ordered no matches for him at any time. He is not
to smoke in bed, and all cigarettes or cigars should be lit by ward
personnel only. All matches should be controlled by them.”

Somewhat later, in the problem-oriented medical record on the
occasion of the patient’s periodic physical examination, the
examiner states: “Problem: carelessness with matches which has
resulted in burns and sometimes threats of fires to his clothing.
This has to be observed and watched closely.”

I have presented this case study in some detail to dramatize
and emphasize some of the dangers peculiar to the disabled
elderly who smoke. This case also points out not only the
personal suffering of the infirm victim but also the great cost of
healing the patient.

A factor applicable to the incontinent elderly as well as to little
children is the alleged flammability of fabric with dried urine.
There are indications that the chemical residue of the metabolic
process, when added on to ordinary non-treated fabric, increases
the danger of flammability. It is likely, though not proven, that
the incontinence of the patient contributed to the rapidity of
spread and intensity of the flame from the material of his pants.

I have described one isolated case of fabric ignition out of 1531
patients. However, it should be noted that we see evidence of
potential fabric ignition continuously by the repetition of holes
burned in clothing and sheets, none of which fortunately resulted
in injuries.

In the course of ten years, we have had half a dozen mattress
incidents where smoke or fire were involved. These have been
restricted to mattresses with cotton ticking which were pur-
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chased prior to the availability of mattresses with flame retar-
dant materials. None of these, thanks to the alertness of our staff
members, resulted in personal injury to our patients. Yet the
potential hazard is evident. Interestingly enough, there has been
no ignition of bed sheets even though holes, apparently caused by
smoking, appear from time to time.

The textile industry has long maintained that basic data
relative to burn injuries and research have been inadequate to
define the specific kinds and degrees of hazards involving textiles.
Hence, they say, regulatory moves have an inadequate base.
There has been difficulty in compiling accurate statistical infor-
mation; for example, there has been overlapping of reports such
as duplication from hospital emergency room reports and insur-
ance company reports. It has, therefore, been difficult to detect
with assurance the extent and frequency of fabric-related inju-
ries.

In our own facility, while there had been only one actual
fabric-related burn injury, there are other fabric-associated
incidents such as mattress smoke, holes in bed sheets and holes in
clothing which are difficult to compile because such reports are
recorded either in nursing supervisors daily reports or in indivi-
dual medical records so they would not be accumulated in one
long or a single tabulation.

The obligation of long-term care health facilities to provide
precautions against fabric ignition is, in itself, a worthy objec-
tive. Yet, to legislate the requirement for elderly to wear flame-
retardant clothing raises an important social question, in my
opinion, which must be examined and evaluated before I can, in
good conscience, support the promulgation of such a law.

On the emotional level, we are concerned about the depressing
and demeaning effect preselected clothing would have on many
mentally alert elderly residing in long-term care facilities. Just
by entering such a facility, they automatically are divested of
freedom of choice in many normal, everyday activities outside
the facility. To superimpose a clothing restriction simply de-
prives them of another vestige of the life they were forced to
abandon.

Assuming the benefit of flame-retardant clothing, I subscribe
to distribution and use for the elderly—in institutions and out of
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institutions—if certain items of flame-retardant clothing are
universally required, so that the elderly in institutions cannot
feel they are being discriminated against.

In addition, there is the very practical question of how to
control the distribution of certain items of clothing for the elderly
including those residing in chronic hospitals and nursing homes.
Two-thirds of our patients (or their families), for example,
purchase clothing on the open retail market. To restrict such
clothing to that which is flame retardant would present an
administrative process of prohibitive proportion.

Realistically, then, as the legislative process proceeds, I sug-
gest that the ultimate objective be to apply the requirement for
certain items of clothing universally. In other words, it might be
required that all clothing of a given type be manufactured of
flame-retardant fabric. This would not only preclude discrimina-
tion against a segment of society such as the elderly but would
also assure distribution of certain clothing with characteristics
beneficial to the public health of the entire community.

Implementation of such far-reaching legislation as is implied
in universally-required clothing is of such magnitude that I
suggest the ultimate goal be achieved by a series of steps, each of
which will bring the objective a little closer. It seems that this
process has already begun. Fire-retardant children’s sleepwear
and mattresses are already under legal specifications. Perhaps
the next step might be flame-retardant hospital and nursing
home sleepwear. And later other items, until all clothing items
are included.

Simultaneously, the textile industry, in conjunction with
research now going on, will probably refine and improve
methods of producing fire-retardant fabrics. And when that
happens, high volume production should bring the unit cost
down, thus making fire-retardant clothing available to the
general public at reasonable and acceptable cost.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventv-Four

An act creating in the department of public health a
COMMISSION ON BURN ACCIDENTS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

APPENDIX D

1 Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 inserting after Section 199, as inserted by Chapter 1081 of
3 the Acts of 1971, the following new section:
4 Section 200. There shall be in the Department of Public
5 Health a Commission on Burn Accidents. Said Commission
6 shall have a chairperson, who shall be the Commissioner of
7 Public Health or his designee, and shall be made up of
8 representatives of the Executive Office of Human Services,
9 the Executive Office of Public Safety, the Executive Office of

10 Elder Affairs, the Department of Public Welfare, the Board
11 of Fire Prevention, the Rate Setting Commission, and the
12 Office of Children. Said Commission shall receive and
13 review information on burn accidents, and make recom-
-14 mendations relative to the promulgation of standards and
15 regulations relative to providing flame-retardant clothing
16 for persons in the Commonwealth. Said Commission shall
17 focus on efforts to reduce the incidence and severity of burn
18 accidents to elders and handicapped persons. The Commis-
-19 sion on Burn Accidents shall make an annual report to the
20 Legislature, and shall make such legislative recommenda-
-21 tions as are necessary to carry out its purpose.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

Resolve authorizing the lowell technological institute to
MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO THE

AVAILABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF FLAME-RETARDANT

SUBSTANCES USED IN THE MANUFACTURING AND TREATMENT OF

CLOTHING.

Be it enacted by theSenate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

APPENDIX E

1 Resolved, That the Lowell Technological Institute is
2 hereby requested to make an investigation and study rela-
-3 tive to the availability and effectiveness of flame-retardant
4 substances used in the manufacturing and treatment of
5 clothing. Such investigation and study shall include, but not
6 be limited to, testing of available chemical substances used
7 as flame-retardants, categorizing of flame-retardant chemi-
-8 cals both as to their effectiveness and cost of production,
9 distribution and use, practicality of treatment of clothing

10 after manufacturing as opposed to manufacturing of clothes
11 with chemically treated fiber, and the relative time span of
12 effectivenss of various flame-retardant clothing. The Lowell
13 Technological Institute stall report the results of the inves-
-14 tigation and study, and its recommendations, if any, togeth-
-15 er with drafts of legislation necessary to carry out such
16 recommendations, by filing the same with the clerk of the
17 Senate on or before the expiration of one year from the
18 effective date of this Resolve.
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